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Conscious Evolution, Part II
By Rev. Robert Brumet

Conscious evolution is calling humanity to evolve
beyond the present level of ego identification. To evolve
beyond this level, we must see how we
became involved within it. You are Life that has
involved itself into matter and evolved itself into human
form. You are Life calling itself me. But who, or what,
is this being called me? Who am I? Well, I might begin
by saying that “I am this body.” I certainly identify with
a particular physical form. I look in the mirror and I say,
“That one’s me! “But is this physical form my deepest
identification? Do I, like most animals, spend most of
my time feeding, defending, and protecting my physical
body? Probably not, I, like most people, spend much
more time feeding, defending, and protecting some
invisible entity that lives somewhere within this body-
namely, in the head. Fortunately, it is rare that my body
feels threatened, but this entity inside of my head feels
threatened much of the time! I put a lot of energy into
its care and feeding, and its safety and security.

I am referring to what many would call the ego. It is the
ego, not the body that gets most of our attention. In fact,
many of us will neglect or mistreat the body to satisfy
the ego. The word ego is Latin for “I.” So let’s explore

this “I.” If someone says,
“Who are you?” We typically
respond by sharing factual
data such as name, gender,
nationality, etc. “I am John, a
male, an American…” This is
fine for social conversation,
but in truth there could be
several people who fit the
description I just provided, but
they are not me. So, what is it
that makes me, me?I could
describe psychological
characteristics: introvert,
intuitive, intelligent etc. ….

But once again, these are simply descriptive categories-
not unique to me. They may be helpful at times, but they
don’t answer the question “Who am I?”I can speak
theologically and say ‘I am a soul” or “I am a spirit;”
but these are terms which identify categories of being.
They may be helpful in describing what I am, but they
do not define who I am.

LaDawn's Going Away Party

On Friday, March
25th, 25 church
members gathered at
Therese Solimeno's
house for a going
away party for
LaDawn Davis, who
is moving to
Maryland to be close
to family. There
was a catered dinner from Oasis Moroccan Restaurant
with carrot cake for desert. LaDawn was presented
with a selenite pendant as a keepsake from her
community. In addition, the board - in acknowledging
her many years of service as Y.O.U. leader, board
member, Prayer Chaplain, and workshop presenter -
presented LaDawn with a heart-shaped trophy with the
inscription "Unity Five Cities All Star - LaDawn
Davis." The ultimate tribute came when the recently
formed Unity Ukes performed
their premier concert in her
honor. The highlight of the
concert was Chris Grey, in his
best Tiny Tim imitation, doing a
solo singing cameo in "Tiptoe
Through the Tulips." As you
might well imagine, the entire
event was quite moving and
entertaining.

Mended Hearts Workshop
On Sunday, March 13th, LaDawn Davis facilitated a
workshop titled "Mended Hearts," which was
designed to transform life's heart-breaking experiences
into renewed wholeness and into an invitiation to
engage whole-heartedly again in life's great adventure.
One of the key exercises was a new form of self-
exploration called neurographica, a method of creating
mind and body connections through a combination of
art and psychology. Those who participated seemed
delighted with the experience.



Friendship Month

April is a great month to share the joy of coming to Unity Five Cities
with your friends and family. Activities to be announced. For details,
contact Janice Lamont, facilitator of the Ambassadors Team.
janicelamont@gmail.com
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Church Financial Summary

February 2022
Total Income $3,087
Total Expense $3,121
Net Income -$34

YTD Income $6,851
YTD Expense $7,483
YTD Net Income -$632

Conscious Evolution (Con't)
I can say “Let me tell you more about myself,” and then
say “I like pizza, baseball, and jazz. My best friends are
Tom, Jerry, and Suzy. I am committed to improving the
world.” Now we are getting a bit more personal because
we are going beyond categories describing me to
identifying my values and my desires. This may give
you a more personal sense of me, but who is the me that
has these desires and values?

This exploration is analogous to someone entering a
very dark room with a flashlight in hand and slowly
searching every square inch of the room with the
flashlight beam. Eventually you will see everything in
that room… except for one thing. You will never see
the source of the light: the flashlight.The self is forever
the subject. When we try to see the self as an object it
disappears. It’s like trying to see the back of your head;
it forever eludes you.

When I ask, “Who am I?” I could follow with the
question “Who is it that is asking ‘Who am I?’” Which
in turn could be followed by the question “Who is it
that is asking ‘Who is it that is asking who I am?’” This
process could go on forever- it is an infinite regress. It
is like holding two mirrors in front of each other: we
see an infinite series of images of “me looking at me

looking at
me…...”

“I” disappears in
the very
searching for it.
We can never
find this “I”

because it is the subject that is looking for itself as an
object; and the subject is forever the subject, it can
never be the object. The philosopher Alan Watts would
often say that trying to locate this “I” is like “trying to
bite your own teeth!” Who I really am, who you really
are, is forever a mystery to the mind. Knowing this
limitation, we can still use the mind, and its concepts,
and its words, but in a different way. Rather than using
the mind to define the self, let’s use the mind, and its
tools, to point to the self. Words and concepts can be
used as signposts which point to the destination but are
not intended to be the destination itself. A sign pointing
to New York City is not New York City, but it can help
you to get there, so that you can experience New York
City directly for yourself. We find accounts of
individuals throughout history who seem to have
experienced this “true self beyond the mind.” Some of
the words left by these folks can be useful signposts.
Going further, we can at look teachings given by those
who have not only experienced the true self but seem to
have lived from it most of the time. These teachings are
like trail markers from those who have traveled the path
before us. Virtually all the great wisdom teachings tell
us that who we are can never be defined but can be
directly experienced through some form of spiritual
practice— and that experience itself is indescribable!

Unity Five Cities Small Group Ministry
Book Study Group – Currently studying The
Untethered Soul. Contact Chris Garey for details.
Chris@peacefulpoint.org.
Men’s Group – Tuesday mornings for breakfast.
9:00am. Meeting place varies. Contact
Chris for location. Members take turns bringing a
spiritual topic to discuss. Chris@peacefulpoint.org
Zoom Prayer Meeting every Wednesday, 10am
PDT. Everyone is invited. Contact Brian to get on the
mailing list. Revbrian.walker@gmail.com
Engaged Spirituality Team – supports the positive
evolution of the human family and the planet by
applying New Thought spiritual principles to create a
world that works for everyone. See the calendar of
events for upcoming activities. Contact Brian to get on
the mailing list. Revbrian.walker@gmail.com
Ambassador Team – welcomes visitors and new
members. Reach out to those in need and serve to
connect our community with our resources. Contact
Janice Lamont: Janicelamont@gmail.com
Choir – share the joy of song with friends. No
previous experience necessary. Directed by Richard
“no wrong notes” Inman. Contact Richard at
rich223344@gmail.com.
Unity Ukes – play the ukulele with friends. Meets on
Thursdays at 1pm in AG. No experience necessary.
Bring your ukulele, a music stand, and your
adventurous spirit to have a really good time. For
details, contact Richard Long,
richardlong1@gmail.com
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Board of Trustees & Staff
Rev. Brian Walker, Minister 805-345-0832
Janice Lamont, Facilitator 310-701-1041
Joe Davidson, Treasurer 661-304-5154
Jeanne Surber, Trustee 805-904-6166
Larry Conrad, Trustee 805-219-0219
Ethel Landers, Vice Facilitator 805-550-0348
Donna Nisbet, Trustee 805-219-0331
Peggy Sharpe, Alternate 805-439-3238
Chris Garey, LUT 805-489-7359
Therese Solimeno, LUT 805-440-9461
Prayer Chaplain - Janice Lamont 310-701-1041
Prayer Chaplain - Claire Mclean 209-606-0444
Prayer Chaplain - Martha Aivaz 805-481-1335
Prayer Chaplain - LaDawn Davis 805-757-7556
Volunteer Coordinator, Chris Garey 805-489-7359

VISION STATEMENT

Aligned in peaceful Oneness, we co-create a world
of love, harmony, and abundance through shared
spiritual awakening.

MISSION STATEMENT

We are a heart-centered spiritual community dedi-
cated to empowering personal growth and living the
unlimited possibilities of Spirit.

Belief Statement
• We believe that prayer works.
• We assist in discovering and living spiritual
purpose and potential.
• We facilitate a stronger connection to our
highest potential.
We feel we are:

• Empowered Grateful
• Peaceful Inspired
• Accepting Connected
• Loving Affirming

Unity Five Cities
Sunday Celebration 10:00 am
Meeting at The Victorian

789 Valley Road, Arroyo Grande, CA
805-788-4777
P.O. Box 1005

Arroyo Grande, CA 93421
Email: unitychurch5cities@yahoo.com

Website: www.unity5cities.org

Schedule
Speaker Music

Apr 3 Rev Joyce Zorger Jan Grigsby & Nina Ryne
Apr 10 Rev Jan Limberg Gale McNeeley & Bob

Morgan Moloznik
Apr 17 Kevin Hauber Richard Inman
Apr 24 Richard Inman Steve Kindel & Karen

Wilkens
May 1 Rev Brian Walker Jan Grigsby & Nina Ryne
May 8 Chris Garey, LUT Gale McNeeley & Bob

Moloznik
May 15 Timber Hawkeye Steve Kindel & Karen

Wilkens
May 22 Rita Conrad Richard Inman
May 29 Amanda Sherlock Robbie Kimball


